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The design of a centrifugal impeller must yield blades that are aero- 
dynamically efficient, easy to manufacture, and mechanically sound. 
The blade design method described here satisfies the first two criteria 
and with a judicious choice of certain variables will also satisfy stress 
considerations. The blade shape is generated by specifying surface 
velocity distributions and consists of straight-line elements that con- 
nect points a t  hub and shroud. The method may be used to design 
radially elemented and backward-swept blades. The background, a 
brief account of the theory, and a sample design are described in this 
paper. 
I 
4 
The design of impeller blades is a difficult task due to  the fact that, 
ideally, three separate and equally important requirements must be 
satisfied. The first requirement is that the impeller provide acceptable 
distributions of relative velocity on both driving and trailing surfaces of 
the blades in order to  minimize the possibility of flow separation and the 
accompanying loss in performance. In  addition, the selected blade shape 
must be such that it can be manufactured accurately and economically 
by means of automated fabrication procedures. Finally, the blades should 
be designed so as to  keep the stresses a t  a safe level, eliminating the 
possibility of excessive distortion or fracture occurring during operation. 
For many applications, these three requirements are somewhat in- 
compatible. For example, it is possible to  define a blade shape which 
theoretically would give ideal velocity distributions throughout. How- 
ever, it is often the case that such a shape is virtually impossible to  fabri- 
cate in any reasonable manner. Therefore, any practical design method 
must involve some reasonable compromises with regard to  the conflicting 
requirements. The method described in this paper, the prescribed loading 
method, is intended specifically to  produce impeller designs which satisfy 
the aerodynamic and manufacturing requirements mentioned above. 
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Although the met hod dom not include strcss considerations explicitly, an 
intelligent choice of inputs to thc method arid a careful cxamination of the 
results obtaincd will cnablc safe designs to bc produced with a moderate 
amount of effort. 
AERODYNARIIC CON SIDERATION S 
Losses in a centrifugal comprcssor are generally caused by boundary- 
layer and scparatcd flou- developments in thc impdlcr and thcir sub- 
sequent effects in the diffuser. The dcvclopment of the boundary layers 
and separatrd flon-s is directly a result of thc velocity distributions along 
thr  bladc, hub, and shroud surfaces. Thrre arc four important parameters 
associated n ith thc vc,locity distribution that affect the boundary-layer 
behavior. Thcy are 
(1) The streamvise vdocity reduction. This velocity gradient is 
also recognized as being the main variable that affects boundary-layer 
behavior in two-dimciisional flows. 
The reduction and increase in turbulence intensity along thc 
suction and pressure blade surfaces, rvspectively. This enhances flow 
separation along the suction surface due to partial laminarization. The 
change in turbulence intensity is directly rcklatcd to  thr  diffcrcnces in 
suction and prc’ssure surface velocities or loading (ref. I ) .  
The influx of flow along the bladc surfaces from one strcnmtubc 
(a  thin annular channel containing the primary flow) to  the next caused 
by sccondary flow. This flow usually consists of low-momentum fluid; 
thc boundary layers are more susceptible to  separation when they contain 
a large amount of low-momentum flow. The differential loading of one 
streamtube compared to  thc next is directly related to the devclopmcnt 
of secondary flows (ref. 2 ) .  
The higher flow 1ossc.s of the shroud strcamtube caused by 
clearance effects. Thrsc. 1ossc.s causc’ a pressure drop it-hich leads to  flow 
separation. Increased work input will offset the rise in pressure losses 
(ref. 3) .  
( 2 )  
(3) 
(4) 
Extensive experimental research is currently bcing carried on to  measure 
The method should thcrcforc be capable of gencrating a blade surface 
these eff ccts and refine relcvant theories. 
for \tliich the follou-irig itrms are spclcified: 
(1) 
( 2 )  
The streamn ise velocity distribution. This quantity is controlled 
The differcmce in suction and pressure surface velocity (or load- 
by both the hub and shroud contours and the blade loading. 
ing) to  minimize the turbulence attenuation at  thc suction surface. 
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(3) The difference between the work addition to  a streamtube near 
the hub and that near the shroud to minimize the transport of low- 
momentum flow by the secondary flow phenomenon. 
The higher work input into the flow in the shroud streamtube to  
offset the clearance losses. 
(4) 
From an aerodynamic point of view, i t  is thus desirable to specify a 
velocity distribution along the pressure and suction surfaces of the blade 
such that the grneration of separated flows is kept to a minimum. This 
general principle would lead to  a blade defined by a set of streamlines 
whose individual loading schedule is controlled by the designer. 
MANUFACTURING AND GEO3IETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The ideal blade which would be composrd of an arbitrary number of 
individually loaded streamlines represents a very gcneral three-dimen- 
sional blade surface. It is questionablr whethcr such :t blade could be 
economically produced with the required accuracy. Impeller casting 
patterns are very difficult to  manufacture, particularly when the surface 
of the blade has an arbitrary shapr, when closr tolcrances have to be 
maintaincd, or when the impeller size is small. A more desirable blade 
shape is one defined by straight-line elements; such a shapc facilitates 
setting up the pattern and allows close tolerances to be maintained. 
The machining of an arbitrary blade surfacc would generally be im- 
possible because of the rxtrrmc local curvature of the blade surfacc. At 
best, the tool would have point contact only and too much timc would bo 
requircd to  machine away all the fillrr material. A more appropriate 
machining method is one where the cutter has line contact and hence large 
cutting rate. Howevcr, thc blade shape must still be restricted to moderate 
inclinations against normals to the hub surface to avoid tool interferences. 
In summary, from manufacturing considerations, a blade shape con- 
sisting of straight-line elements on both surfaces is preferred. The thick- 
ness distribution of the blades is then necessarily restricted to  a constant 
taper between hub and shroud, and the camber line surface of the blades 
will also consist of straight-line elements. 
Since the camber-line surface is defined by a set of streamlines with 
controllcd individual loading, the number of streamlines for which loading 
can be controllcd and still yield a straight-line element camber surface is 
limited. In general, the individual streamlines form curves in space and a 
straight line can only connect a maximum of three curves in space. Con- 
sequently, a straight-line element blade can be constructed when the 
loading of three streamlines is specified. These streamlines are assumed to  
be those adjacent to  the shroud and thc hub and an intermediate one. 
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This specification is considered adequate aerodynamically, and the ruled 
blade surface is accepted as a balanced compromise. 
There are three general categories of blades which can be defined by 
straight-line elements. These are termed radial, axial, and arbitrary 
blades. The first two blade types are characterized by the fact that the 
angular orientations of the line elemcnts defining their camber surfaces 
are fixed by the nature of the blades; that is, in the radial direction and 
axial direction, respectively. As a result, the angular orientation ( e )  can 
be prescribed along only one streamline; the obvious choice is the shroud 
streamline where the flow conditions are critical. 
The arbitrary t,ype of blade is characterized by the general and usually 
unspecified orientations of the line elements (except those at  the leading 
and trailing edges which are usually radial elements) defining the camber 
surface. The procedure followed in designing an arbitrary blade involves, 
in general, the loading of the three streamlines in an appropriate manner. 
The orientation of each blade element is then determined by requiring 
that the straight line pass through each of the three space curves defined 
by the loaded streamlines. 
In  some cases when for an arbitrary blade the loading is specified a t  
three streamlines, the resulting blades may still exhibit a large variation 
in circumferential angle between the hub and shroud streamlines which 
would be unsatisfactory from manufacturing or stress considerations; 
that is, the blade would have excessive lean throughout its length. This 
difficulty was recognized during the development of the procedure and 
special provisions were introduced in the procedure to circumvent this 
by specifying at  the outset the desired distribution of line element oricnta- 
tion and by prescribing the loading along the shroud streamline only. 
REQUIRED AND GENERATED INFORMATION 
The prescribed loading method can be utilized to  design an impeller 
when its rotative spced, flow, average efficiency, overall geometry (that 
is, hub and shroud coordinates, distribution of blade thickness along hub 
and shroud, location of leading and trailing edge, number of blades, and 
exit blade angles) , desired swirl distribution at  inlet, and angular momen- 
tum distribution a t  discharge are given. The designer must also specify 
any one of four possible types of loading distribution : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Linear loading from inlet to discharge (fig. l a ) .  
Double linear loading from inlet to  discharge (fig. l b ) .  
Double linear loading from inlet to discharge, maximum loading 
General loading distribution (fig. Id).  
near leading or trailing edge (fig. IC) . 
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FIGURE 1 .-Available options of loading distribzitions. 
The choice of a preferable loading is difficult to make, since practically 
no systematic experiments have been prrformed to  determine the relative 
merits of possible loadings. It is suggested that in most applications either 
a constant linear loading distribution, thereby minimizing secondary 
flows (ref. 4), or a double linear loading, minimizing the streamwise 
velocity reduction, will be quite satisfactory. Figure 2 shows these two 
loadings superposed. 
The results of the calculation are a full description of thc blade surface 
in cylindrical coordinates and the associated thickness distribution. 
LIMITATION OF THE BLADE DESIGN METHOD 
The prescribed loading method can be used to design radial, axial, and 
“arbitrary” blade shapes whose surfaces arc defined by straight-line 
elements. However, there are a number of limitations incorporated in 
this approach. These limitations are discussed briefly below. In some cases 
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s FIGURE 2.-I,inear and tlotihle linear loading superposed. 
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these limitations are not serious; in others some additional effort is 
necessary before the gencmted blading can bc produced. 
Thickness Distribution 
The generated blade shapes are restricted to having trapezoidal thick- 
ness distributions; i.c., constant taprr along any line drmcmt bctween 
hub and shroud. An cxponmtial thickness distribution may be prclferred 
n-hen blade st rcsses are an important design considcration. This altcmtion 
may bc made by adding or subtracting thicknclss from thr  generated 
surface; no appreciable change in aerodynamic variables is expected when 
thickness changes are kept moderate. 
Blade Shape Restrictions 
One fairly important limitation of the prcscribcd loading mdhod as 
applied to arbitrary blades is that it is possible to obtain unusual shapes 
which may bc difficult t o  manufacture or which would riot be expected to  
bc capable of ~i thstanding the operating stresscs. Such a blade shape may 
result from different loading requirements at the hub and shroud strram- 
tube. This blade can be rcdrsignrd by specifying a new and more desirable 
straight-line oricntation. For this cas(’ the blade loading a t  the shroud is 
still specified as brfore, but now the blade loading a t  the hub and the 
intermediate streamline can no longer be specified. The sample case is an 
illustration of this procedure. 
Leading Edge Geometry 
The mcthod gencratc.s the blade shape near the lcading cdgc such 
that the flow enters a t  z m )  incidcnw. Hon-evw, u1~c.n the relative inlet 
Mach number is high, this may not rclsult in an optimum blade shape. 
Therefore, separate proctdures are necessary to  design a blade lcading 
edge capable of efficiently handling supersonic flon-s. 
Hub and Shroud Contours 
A complete aerodynamic impeller passage design mcthod would include 
a provision for automatically adjusting the hub and shroud contours to  
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give a linear or any other prescribed distribution of average relative 
velocity. Due to  the phenomenon of slip, the average relative velocity 
near the trailing edge decreases and then rises. In order to  straighten out 
this distribution, the blade height of the impeller near the tip becomes 
larger a t  higher radii, which is usually unacceptable. Considerable effort 
has been expended to  incorporate this design feature, but it was found that 
hub and shroud contours which yield a linear relative velocity distribution 
are in general not acceptable, and this hub-shroud contour generation 
procedure was abandoned. 
Trailing Edge Flow 
The specified blade loading does not vanish near the trailing edge as is 
required from the Kutta or “slip” conditions. However, appropriate steps 
are taken in the analysis to satisfy the Kutta condition, thereby over- 
riding the specified blade loading over the last 10 percent of the blade 
chord. In  addition, the procedure adjusts the loading such that the 
specified amount of work will still be imparted to the flow. 
GENERAL THEROY OF PRESCRIBED LOADING METHOD 
The overall procedure used in designing an impeller by the method of 
(1)  An initial estimate is made of the meridional velocities in the 
(2) The meridional velocities are then used in loading the required 
(3) A blade surface the shape of which conforms to loaded stream- 
(4) A detailed analysis of the flow field in the impeller with the 
The procedure, starting with thc loading of the streamlines, is repeated 
with the new estimates of the flow field obtained in the detailed analysis. 
Experience has shown that two repetitions of the procedure are sufficient 
to ensure convergence. This is defined as occurring when the estimated 
flow field used in loading the streamlines and defining the blade shape is 
approximately the samc as that obtained in the subsequent detailed 
analysis. The various steps involved in the design procedure are discussed 
below in more detail. 
prescribed loading involves the following four basic steps: 
impellrr passage as described below. 
number of streamlines in the prescribed manner. 
lines is developed. 
developed blade surface is performed. 
INITIAL VELOCITY ESTIMATE 
The distributions of meridional vclocity along the shroud, hub, and 
intermediate streamlines are required for use in the loading procedure. 
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Initial estimates of these distributions are obtained by means of the one- 
dimensional analysis. First, a number of normals are constructed which 
are normal to both the hub and shroud a t  the points of intersection. These 
normals to the hub and shroud are circular arcs. 
Neglecting curvature effects, the mean meridional velocity a t  a normal 
is given by the continuity equation 
The density p, is a function of the mean meridional velocity, C,,,, and 
equation (1) is solved by an iterative procedure using compressible flow 
equations to relate static density to total temperatures and pressures. 
The values of Cm,m calculated in this manner are taken as the initial 
estimates of the meridional velocities along the intermediate streamline. 
If it is assumed that zero circulation exists in an area bounded by two 
adjacent normals and the hub and shroud streamlines, the following 
expression relating Cm,8 and C m , h  can be derived. 
C m , h  d m h =  C m , s  dm, (2) 
If the additional assumption is made that the quantity pmCmr varies 
linearly with normal length between hub and shroud, then for constant 
density 
C m , m r m =  3 (Cm.hTh+Cm,aTs )  (3) 
A rearrangerncnt and simultaneous solution of equations (2) and ( 3 )  
results in the following explicit relations for Cm,8 and Cm,j,. 
The derivatives d m , / d m h  are obtained from the ratio of meridional length 
between two normals a t  hub and shroud. The initial estimates of the 
meridional velocities a t  the calculation stations along the hub and shroud 
are then obtained from the latter two equations along with the inter- 
mediate values, C,,,. 
STREAMLINE LOADING PROCEDURE 
At the outset of the procedure for loading a streamline, the meridional 
coordinates ( T , z ) ,  figure 3, of a number of points or calculation stations 
along the streamline and the values of meridional velocity (C,) a t  thesc 
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Cm O U T L E T  
D I R E C T I O N  OF 
M E R I D I O N A L  P L A N E  
FIGURE 3.-iVomenclalure of relative flow and hlatlc-elenlent geometry in a cenlrifirgal 
compressor. 
points are known from the results of tbe prcvious steps in the design 
method. First, the distribution of angular momentum is calculated from 
the given loading distribution W f  -Wd from 
where s is the camber-line length and Z the number of blades. 
Assuming for the moment that the blade camber-line distance from 
the leading edge is also known a t  each point, then the swirl can be dis- 
tributed in the specified manner and a value of rC0 can be computed any- 
where along the strcamline. Combined with the meridional velocity dis- 
tribution, sufficient information is then available to  construct the velocity 
triangle and evaluate the flow angle ( p )  at  each calculation station from 
Ce - rw 
p= tan-' (7) (7) 
In  the above description of the loading procedure, it was assumed that 
the blade camber-line distance from thf. leading edge was known a t  each 
calculation station. In  actual fact, this is not the case a t  the outset of the 
procedure. Therefow, this quantity must be determined itcrai ively. The 
initial estimate of the blade camber-line distance is taken as the meridional 
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arc length from the leading edge. Thc streamline is then loaded in the 
manner described to obtain values of along the streamline. The angular 
coordinate (8) of the blade at  each station is obtained by integrating the 
calculated P-distribution as follows: 
In  this integration, e is arbitrarily initialized to  be zero a t  the trailing 
edge point on the shroud. I:inally, thr  three-dimensional coordinates 
(r,z,e) of the bladc cambrr line arc ustd t o  compute the camber-line 
distance at  each point. Thr  procedure is repeated using thc calculated 
v:ilues of camber-line distance as the new estimates. This is done until 
thr  estimated and calculated values of the total blade camber-line distance 
from leading edge to trailing edge are the same. An additional iteration 
on the distribution of angular momentum is neccssary n-hen geometrical 
constraints require the relative strcamlinc to  pass through a given angular 
interval. Such conditions arise whenever the blade surface is to be deter- 
mined from thti loading specification on more than one streamline. The 
requirement follows from thc stipulation that all streamlines intersect 
with an initial and final straight-line blade element. 
Thc relative strcamlinc coordinates that result from a specified loading 
distribution and the mrridional velocity distribution dcfinc. the blade 
camber line for an infinite number of blades. A modification of this camber 
line is introduced to account for flow deviation associated ni th  a finite 
number of impcllcr bladw (i.e., slip). For the major part of the blade 
passage, the avc’rage flow dirmtion is assumed to coincide \I ith that  of the 
blade camber line. In  thr latter third of the blade passage, a progressive 
degree of deviation is assumed to occur. At the impc,llcr discharge the 
amount of deviation is equivalent to thc slip. 
BLADE CONSTRUCTION 
Thc third major strp in the procedure is the synthesis of a mean bladc 
surface from the thrw camber lines that h a w  been gcnerated in the 
prrvious stcy and the. tn-o line dements a t  thc hading and trailing edge. 
Thr  gcncral procedure for constructing a lint. clemcwt is illustratrd in 
figure 4 which shous three gcncral spacc’ curves and an initial element 
intersecting each of them. The incrc.mcnta1 arc lcngth, As,, along the first 
curve from the initial line (.lenient is chosen arbitrarily to provide the 
origin of the adjacent clement which is to be constructed. The incremental 
arc lengths, As, and As,, represcmt the distanccs from the initial element 
to  the points of intersection of thr adjacmt elcmrnt ni th  the rrmaining 
two curves. It can be shown that the distance ratios drfining the adjacent 
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FIGURE 4.--Vector representation 
of the straight-line element 
surface. 
line element are given by the following expressions : 
t k '  (tixl) 
t k '  (tjxl) 
These relations are based on the property of ruled surfaces by which the 
infinitesimal displacement of a straight-line element is related to vectors 
which are tangent to the surface a t  different points on the line element. 
In  the above equations, thr  unit vector, 1, represents the dirrction of 
the initial line clement from the first curve, and t is the unit tangential 
vector of each curve a t  the point of intersection as shown in figure 4. The 
value of t is found from diffrrentiation of the previously defined camber 
line with respect to the distance s measured along it. 
The procedure for defining the camber surface of the blade is begun by 
grnerating on the loaded shroud streamline between the leading and 
trailing edge a number of equally spaced points representing the origins 
of the line elements to be constructed. Starting from the leading edge 
element, the points of intersection of the next line with the intermediate 
and hub streamlines are determined by computing the incremental arc 
lengths along these curves with rquations (9a) and (9b). The construction 
procedure is performed in a stepwise fashion with the generation of each 
line clement being the basis for the generation of the next one until the 
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trailing edge is reached. This process is necessarily an itcrativr one, sincr 
initially thc exact values of t and 1 are not known. 
As has been pointed out bcfore, the method for constructing a blade 
surfaccl from three strramlincs in spacr may lcad to undcsirable geometries. 
If this occurs, the case may be redesigned by sprcifying thc orirntation 
of the straight-line elements in advancr in tcrms of two anglrs, a@ and a,, 
in addition to thc loading distribution along the shroud line. 
The straight line and its normal projrction on the mrridional planr 
include an anglc of lean or dihedral (a@)  as shown in figurr 3. The angle 
between the projection and the imprller axis ddinrs thc slopc (angle aZ) 
of the straight-line element. The described drfinition of blade element 
orirntation leads naturally to the following often used special blade 
surfaccs: 
(1) The radial clement blade surface is determinrd by a camber line 
through hich radial line clcments are drawn to define the surface. The 
elements are sloped vertically TI ithout lean (cy0 = 0, aL = 90"). 
( 2 )  Thr axial elrment blade surface is determined by axial line 
elements originating from a camber line. These rlemmts arc sloped 
horizontally without lean (a0 = 0, az  = 0). 
Thc arbitrary blade surface is defined by straight-line clrmcnts 
emanating 11 ith arbitrary orientation from a camber line. Thr  elements 
may have s l o p  and lean (as#O, a,#O). 
The camber surface and the given distribution of normal blade thick- 
ness along thr  hub and shroud contour determine the suction and prcssurc 
surface of thr  blade. At each point of intersretion of camber line and 
straight-line clement, the normal thickness is interpolated from the given 
data and one-half of this value is applird in each direction of the local 
normal to the mcan blade surface to define points on the outer blade 
surfaces. The remaindrr of these outrr surfaces is again described by 
straight-line elements joining corrrsponding hub and shroud points. For 
purposes of the folloning flow analysis, the blade geometry is dcfined by 
a matrix of discrete point coordinatm and tangential blade thicknesses 
on the straight-line clrments of thr  mran bladr surface. The interpolation 
of blade thicknrsscs and subscquent conversion to tangmtial thickness 
requires the determination of thc local normal to the mcan blade surface. 
On straight-line elcmtmts this normal vector is a linear combination of 
the knonn normal vectors a t  the hub and shroud points of thc rlement. 
During the flow analysis, planar intcqmlation of the blade geometry is 
used for any blade point not cxplicitly locatcd on a specified straight- 
line element. 
(3) 
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DETAILED FLOW ANALYSIS 
The final step in the blade design procedure is an analysis of the flow 
field that corresponds to the designed impcller blade passages. The 
analysis servcs to reevaluate thc meridional flow field from which the 
blade shape has evolved, by means of prescribed loading distributions on 
one or more streamlines. Three cycle iterations of the blade design are 
usually sufficient to achieve convergence on the meridional velocity 
distribution. 
The most convenient way of expressing thc governing equations is in 
so-called streamline coordinates. These coordinat es lie in a meridional 
plane (see fig. 3 ) .  A set of fictitious streamlines is defined as the inter- 
sections of annular stream surfaces and the meridional plane. The stream 
surface itself is obtained by rotating the actual strcamline for the infinite- 
number-of-blades solution around the axis. 
Using the distance along streamlines (the meridional distance), ?n, and 
j 
I the distance normal to the streamlines, 1 1 ,  as Coordinates, the govcming 
equations reduce to the following: 
(1) The normal momentum equation, a differential equation which 
primarily determines the distribution of meridional velocity along 
normals. 
(2) The continuity equation, an integral equation which primarily 
determines the position of the streamlines along normals for a given 
meridional velocity distribution. 
The conservation of angular momentum equation (upstream and 
downstream of the wheel) or the Euler work equation (within the wheel), 
which is an algebraic equation applied along streamlines between normals. 
(4) The energy equation, an algebrtiic rdation between the change in 
stagnation enthalpy and the energy input along streamlines. 
(5) The equivalent of thc streamwise momenturn equation, an 
algebraic relation which primarily determines total pressure loss along 
streamlines. 
These equations are generally expressed in two slightly diff ercnt forms 
depending upon whcther the flon- region considered is inside or outside 
the blade passage. In addition, for gases, the equation of state provides 
the necessary relationship between fluid properties. The remaining equa- 
tions, including the many useful relations derivable from the vquation of 
state and the definitions of stagnation propertics, are wcll known and 
not presented here. Detailed discussions of this flon- analysis method may 
be found in references 3, 5, and 6. 
Briefly, the solution procedure is an iterative one which involves first 
estimating the positions of the streamlines throughout the flow field, 
solving the normal momentum equation and the continuity equation 
(3) 
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simultancously along each normal (using other equations to relate flow 
properties on each strcanilinc to those of t h c x  upstream normal), revising 
the estimate of strcamlirie positions, and repeating the procc'ss until con- 
vergence on the strcamlinc position is obtained. The solution so obtained 
is bawd on the assumption that thr flow is cvcrywhcrt~ parallel to the 
blade surfaces and, in (>ffcct, accomplishes thc dctcrmination of appro- 
priate streamtubc widths throughout the flon- ficld from which the 
meridional vdocitics arc dctcrmiricd by the use of quasi-onc-dimensional 
flow rclationships. 
SAMPLE IRlPELLER DESIGN 
The blade design method is illustrated by a samplc case with the 
following design specifications : 
Rotational spced 27 900 rpm 
Dcsign mass flow 4.61 lbm/sec 
Inlet total prc'ssure 14.7 psia 
Inlet total tempcraturc 528" R 
Discharge. total temperature 708" R 
Impeller isentropic efficiency 0.945 
- 25" 
Impcllcr inlet hub radius 1.5 in. 
Impcllcr inlet shroud radius 3.33 in. 
Impeller discharge radius 5.08 in. 
Impeller discharge u idth 0.539 in. 
Impellcr axial Icngth 2.75 in. 
Leading cdgc clemmt orientation C Y z  = 90" 
CYo=O 
Trailing cdgc elcmcnt orientation CY,=O 
010 = - 30" 
Impeller discharge blade ariglc 
Blade number 16 
Blade thickntw along the shroud 
Average blade thickness along th(> hub 
0.05 in. 
0.13 in. 
Thc impcllcr huh and shroud contours arc shown in figure 5 .  An ar- 
bitrary mvan blade surfaw of unspcdicd bladc clcmcmt orientation was 
sclcctcd for the initial design. Thv loading distribution along the shroud 
strc~amlinc~ TI as chosvn for minimum diffuiioii on th(. bladr suction and 
pressure surfaces. This loading schrdul(1 ii; as shon-11 in figure lb.  Along 
the hub and an intcrmc~diatc~ strcanilinc, a linear loading schedule was 
maintained as shonn in figurc la .  At thr bladv inkt this loading was ad- 
justcd to meet thc gwmc4Acal constraint that a11 thrw streamlines should 
pass through the initial straight-line clement a t  thc leading cdgc and thc 
final line clement at thc trailing cdgc. 
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FIGURE 5.-Impeller contours for the datum stage (25-degree backslope impeller). 
Figure 6 shows the blade element orientation resulting from the initial 
design. The leading edge blade element is radial while a negative or 
forward lean, (YO, is indicated in the inducer region. The blade lean reverses 
its sign toward the middle of the blade and has a negative or forward lean 
of 30" a t  the trailing edge as prescribed. Blade element slope, a2, varies 
uniformly from vertical a t  the leading edge to horizontal at the trailing 
edge. 
Several design considerations led to a revision of the blade element 
orientation. A first concern arose from blade root bending stresses a t  the 
inducer inlet. The subject impeller forms a basic design standard in a 
series of research compressors that represent systematic variations of 
design parameters. For this reason, a simpler variation of blade element 
orientation was selected for the impeller by specifying zero blade lean 
throughout and a variation of slope as shown in figure 6. This design 
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modification diminatcd blade root bending stresses in the inducer and 
the originally calculated negativci bladc lean, L Y ~ ,  at  thc impcllcr c.xit. 
The final velocity distributions on the blade surfaces arc shown for thc 
shroud streamtubc in figurc 7. The vdocity variation along thc shroud 
was not affected by th(. rcvisc.d distribution of blade element orientation, 
since the loading schedule on the shroud streamline was not altered. 
Within thr  numrrical accuracy of  this application, thc loading along the 
shroud strcamtube varies in thc prcscribed manncr. A suitable modifica- 
tion of the hub and shroud contour uould have produced a more linear 
variation of the avcragc relativc velocity. and a rrsemblancc to the 
idealized velocity distributions of figurc 1, but the prrsent distribution 
was considered satisfactory. 
The final velocity variation along the hub streamtube as shown in 
figure 8 was not significantly affected by the revised orientation of blade 
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FIGURE 7.-Design-point ~Zade-stirfuce-velocit~/ clislribirtion.9 for sample impeller (shroud 
streamf h e )  .
elements, although blade loading was increased along thc forward portion 
of the hub camber line. The large variation in average relative velocity 
along the hub could be reduced by modification of the hub contour but 
was considered acceptablc in its present form. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The impeller blade design method has been utilized to gcncratc impcllers 
with 0", 25", 45", and 55" backslope a t  the trailing edge. Some of these 
designs were cast and others machined, but due to the straight-line ele- 
ment principle thc manufacturing of these designs was rclativcly straight- 
forward. The test rcsiilts of these designs showed that their aerodynamic 
performance was very satisfactory. Dynamic and static pressure measure- 
ments have shown that the actual surface velocity distributions agree 
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FIGURIC 8.--Design-poinl blnrle-sItrfare-oelocifZl dislrihitf ions j o r  i t t p d l e r  (hzth slreanil ube).  
closcly with thosc calculatcd with the prescribed loading procedure as 
described above. 
The mcthod involves a large and complicated set of calculation steps 
which are not presented here; these steps are computerized so that a 
solution is readily obtainable. 
There are two areas where futurc activities in impeller bladc drsign arc 
essential. The first is linking the velocity distribution along the blade 
surfaces a t  diff ercnt streamlincs to the impc.llcr and impeller-induced 
diffuser losses. When this link is establishrd, there is more confidence that 
a specified velocity distribution will achieve low impcllcr losses. Thc 
second area is the attcmuation of impeller losses by various boundary-layer 
treatments such as suction, blowing, split blades, tandem bladrs, and wall 
treatment. Both areas are currently undrr investigation in various 
research cstabhhments. 
A logical cxtension of thr present mcthod is to gcnrratc directly from 
thc computer program a paper tape to be used in a numerically con- 
trolled five-axis milling machine for manufacturing impellers which 
cannot bc rasily cast a t  present (i.e., titanium). 
, 
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I A 
t S 
t 
t 
W 
z ~ 
~ 
2 
a 
P 
e 
P 
w 
Angle between meridional velocity and impeller axis, deg 
Absolute velocity, ft/sec 
Vector tangent to line elemcnt, ft 
Mass flow rate, lbm/sec 
Streamline meridional distance, ft 
Distance along normal to meridional streamline (positivc in 
Radius, ft 
Camber-line distancc, ft 
Vector tangent to streamline, ft 
Blade thickness, f t  
Relative velocity, ft/sec 
Number of blades 
Axial distance, f t  
Angle of blade surface orientation, deg 
Relative angle from meridional plane (positive in direction of wheel 
rotation) ; when overscorc.d (6) , signifies flow angle, deg 
Cylindrical coordinate angle around z-axis (positive in direction 
of rotor rotation) , deg 
Density, lbm/ft3 
Angular velocity, rad/sec 
direction of increasing radius) , ft 
Subscripts 
1 
2 
d 
h 
m 
m,m 
r 
t 
S 
x 
e 
Impeller inlet 
Impeller exit 
Pressure surface 
Hub 
Meridional value 
Mid-passage meridional value 
Radial direction 
Shroud 
Suction surface 
Axial direction 
Tangential direction 
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DISCUSSION 
F. DALLEXBACH (Consultant, U.S. Army) : The authors prment a 
method whereby thc blade shape may be detc.rminc.d by specifying thc 
blade loading distribution along the flow path. Starting ui th  a prescribed 
meridional shape, the meridional velocities are computed along thc 
shroud and hub by assuming that zero vorticity exists along the strcam- 
line normals and that thc quantity pC,r varies linearly with normal 
length between hub and shroud. Thesc assumptions arc incorrect, since 
the vorticity along the normals in general is not zero but varies with the 
normal distance and thr normal gradient of the quantity pC,r is not 
constant. The resulting meridional vclocities must therefore bc considered 
quite approximate and, in fact, may be in considerable error from thc 
correct values. 
The relative flow angle p is computed by prescribing the blade loading 
along a particular streamline as a function of the camber-line length s. 
The angular momcntum rC0 is then readily calculated. Hoivever, until 
the relationship between the camber-line length s and the meridional 
length rn is established, the anglc p cannot be determined. 
The solution of the camber-line length as a function of the meridional 
length leads to the solution of a nonlinear diffrrcntial equation in which 
the overall camber-linc length is a variable. The final solution xvhich 
may be obtained by numerical methods must satisfy the given overall 
mcridional length. This procedure is very time consuming. 
If, instead of specifying the blade loading distribution along the camber- 
line length, thc angular momcntum rC0 is specified along the meridional 
length, the angle p may be directly computed and the blade-to-blade 
vclocities readily determined along the meridional and camber-line lengths. 
This procedure requires little time and affords a ready means of adjusting 
thc bladc loading in the event the first trial docs not give the desired 
result . 
By specifying blade loading distributions along the shroud and hub 
contours, the total angular displacement between inlet and exit is de- 
termined from the distribution of the blade angle (not the flow angle). 
As pointed out by the authors, the total angular displacement for the 
shroud and hub should be essentially the same in order that the leading 
edge should bc a straight radial line. The problem of specifying blade 
loading distributions for both the shroud and hub contours for backward 
curvcd impellers is that thc angular displacements of the shroud and 
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hub are, in general, not (qual. Th(1 authors rwognizc. this and point out 
that adjustments of th(1 shroud and hub 1,ladc. loadings arc required to 
satisfy cqual angular displacm~cmt hut they do not treat in any drtail 
what compromises arc. nrcc’ssary. 
The authors’ proposal to gmcratt~ thr  impcllcr blade surfaces by straight 
lines connecting the hub and shroud is quit(. practical arid, indeed, is 
being donc today whcrc such impellers arc’ machincd on a five-axis milling 
machine. 
The authors’ discussion of the imptdler dcsign philosophy is very rvell 
presented and they arc to he commmded for presenting this paper 
covering a new dcsign approach for crntrifugal impellers. 
D. G. WILSOS (JIassachusetts Institute of Tech~iology) : This is a 
requcst for further information about the actual boundary-layer behavior 
on the tested impellers. I t  is stated that measurenwnts of pressure distri- 
butions have shov 11 good agreemclnt with predictions, arid this agreement 
is very hrartening for proponents of analytical drsign methods. It would 
be very helpful to be shown the measurements. 
In particular, such n demonstration of success n-ould help to quiet a 
strong criticism o f  thcorctical nicthods of design of crntrifugal compressors. 
It is rasy to show that, unlrss the radial vclocitjr at  outlct is made un- 
acceptably high, the mean velocity through a centrifugal compressor 
with mar-radial bladcs must undcrgo a drccleration hich in tn o-dimcn- 
sional flon would result in separation. Conditions must thcrefore t)c I\ orse 
for the pressure surfaw than for thr  mean, and ivorsc at the huh than at  
thc shroud. Figures 7 and 8 confirm these rathrr obvious statements. 
But Ron- analysis by these methods is uselrss once separation has taken 
place. Do the authors agree? Does separation take place near enough to 
thr  impeller outlct that ncithrr thr  work output (slip factor) nor thc 
impeller efficiency is grcatly affected? Even so, thr  prcssurr distributions 
would br strongly, if locally, affectcd. Or do the secondary flom, instead 
of causing earlier separation as onr might imaginr, thin dovn the im- 
portant parts of the boundary layer and concentrate all thr  lon--momen- 
tum fluid in onc noncritical location? 
I believe that the significance of thrsc quwtions is that, although many 
previous tests on centrifugal comprcssors using flow visualization of 
various types have shown serious flow brrakdoivn which has often been 
ascribed to secondary flov s, none of  these impcllcrs, to my knowlcdgc, 
was designed in the first place. to have the kind of controlled vclocity 
distributions which it has hem the aim of the authors to produce. They 
are to be congratu1atc.d on a stiniulatirig papor. 
H. D. LINHARDT (Airco Cryogenics): The authors arc to be con- 
gratulated for reporting on thrir continurd effort in the development of 
aerodynamic impeller dcsjgri methods for centrifugal comprrssors. Since 
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the complex flow field of centrifugal and, in particular, high pressure ratio 
centrifugal cornpressors is not completely undtrstood yet and does not 
lend itsdf to  rigorous analytical treatment, approximatr solutions and/or 
analysis of assumed flou- fields are being utilized for most compressor 
designs. The authors’ suggested loading techniquca, which lacks experi- 
mental foundation and physical understanding of the impeller flow, falls 
into the latter category of approximate solutions. The application to 
practice of the authors’ method requires a large and complicated set of 
calculation steps (the authors neglected to present and discuss the equa- 
tions) which can only be handled by a computer with a large storage 
capacity. I am sure continued experimental and analytical effort will 
eventually refine the proposed technique, thus providing a reasonable 
design of centrifugal compressors of moderatc or medium pressure ratio. 
Considering industrial applications, one should not forget or under- 
estimate the classic hydraulic approach as outlined in reference D-1. 
The advantage of the “Conformal Transformation Technique” is that  
the designer can prescribe the blade loading according to his personal 
Understanding of the anticipated flow and his expcrirnce with manu- 
facturing of similar machines. In addition, a clear picture of the impeller 
passagc can be readily obtained, which allows application of basic diffusion 
and boundary layer stability analysis. The conformal transformation or 
geometric technique has been applied succcssfully in the past to in- 
dustrial pumps and rockct type turbopumps and presents a good and 
rapid design tool for custom-engineered industrial process compressors. 
As a matter of fact, the conformal transformation technique has recently 
been computerizrd at Airco and successfully applied to medium and high 
pressure ratio industrial compressors. For this purposr the computer- 
gcneratcd blade coordinates werc punchrd on a paper tape which has 
been utilized for automatic machining of impeller passages with a tape 
controlled machine. For example, figure D-1 shows a high specific speed, 
mixed flow, 2 : 1 pressure ratio, 5000-horscpon-er process compressor that 
achieved 86-percent efficiency at design point and exhibited a wide flow 
range due to the 35” back-swept design. 
1 
JAXSEX AND KIRSCHSER (authors) : A h ,  Dallenbach raised three 
points, and they are discussed below. 
Thc meridional velocities calculated by assuming zero vorticity are 
those used as the first values in an iterative scheme. As is pointed out in 
the text, subsequent velocities in the iteration are determined by a de- 
tailed flow analysis of the type described in references 3, 4 ,  5 ,  or 6. We 
agree that the initial estimates are quite approximate, but the final 
velocities are accurate. 
We agree that the procedure for loading the blade along the camber 
line is very time-consuming, since again an iterative scheme is required. 
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FIGURE 11-1 .--5000-horsepower coiiipressor wheel. (Airco Cr?jogenics) 
Ho\revcr, the velocity distribution along the blade lcngth (and not that 
along the mc3ridional lcngth) is the item to be controlled, since it governs 
the boundary-laycr characteristics and secondary flows. Thus, a tech- 
nically superior proct.durc1 was preferred over a method which yiddrd a 
shorter computer running time. 
The compromise which has to bc accepted when the blade orientation 
(ag and a,) is specified is that the velocity distribution along the hub 
and an intermediate streamtube cannot be specified. Howvcr,  the shroud 
streamtube velocity distribution should still be specified. 
Professor Wilson asks valid questions about the applicability of thco- 
retical methods to centrifugal impell(3r dcsign. What the present paper 
attempts is to bridgr the gap bctxccn research and dcsign. From research 
we know that boundary-1ayc.r separation more than anything clse will 
gencrate large losscs. Also from research we have idcntified the significant 
flow nicchanisms that govern separation in impellers. Each of these flow 
mechanisms may be controlled by manipulation of the flow field and this 
paper provides a procedure by which this may be accomplished and 
which yields a producible impcllvr. It is true that niore research is needed 
to associate onc flow fitld with a superior impeller performance, but 
current work a t  various establishments, including the authors’ own firm, 
has uncovered some dcfiriitc trcnds in velocity distributions (in addition 
to those associated with limiting the inlrt to discharge relative velocity 
ratio) which improve impeller pcxrforniancc. 
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Thr  usefulnrss of thr procedure is furthrr esemplifird by considering 
thr  corrrlation brtwern calculatrd and measured results. 1:igures D-2 
and D-3 show the calculatrd and superposrd measured vrlocii ies along 
the shroud streamtube for an iniprllrr with 30" backslopr grnrrating a 
pressurr ratio of 2.4 at an rpm of 28000. The impcdlers for figures D-2 
and D-3 are similar in all asprcts, rxcrpt that thr  exit width for the case 
of figure D-3 is 13 percent lrss than that for figurr D-3. The mrasured 
data shown are reducrd from mrasurcmrnts of  avrragr static pressures 
and dynamic pressurrs takrn along the shroud, togrther n-ith total prrs- 
sure traverses a t  thr  impeller discharge. The agrrrment hctwc~rn calcu- 
lated and measured data is reasonable in thc initial 60 prrcrnt of thr  
blade passage. After this point, thr  measured velocities arp higher, which 
indicates that thr  flow is separated. Th(. actual passage flow is comparrd 
with the calculatrd flow in figurc D-4. By prrscribing a niorr reasonable 
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FIGIJRE Il-2.--Co~rapar~son of ca/culated and nirnxtrred blade-stirface-oeloci/1/ d/s/rzbution 
along the shroud for n'O-rlegree backslope irnpel[er (separatron s f a r k  at a camber-line 
distance of 2.9 inches). 
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FIWRE D-3.-C'omparison of calotlaterl and ttieasirretl hlntle-sirrfucc-z?elocit~~ dis/rihit/ion 
along the shroud .for 50-degree hackslope ittrpcller (sepnralion s/ur/s nt cnttrbcr-line 
distance of 3.2 inches; itirpeller wiillh is 0.8; times that of jig. D-1). 
FIGURE 1)-4.-CottLparison of calcirlaterl and measured 2 ttipeller-passage tielocities (pow 
is separated in c d u a l  case; this jigure cottipletuents jig. D-1). 
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velocity distribution, a new impeller can now be designed with the pro- 
cedure. The occurrence of separation can thus be delayed or eliminated in 
the new impcllcr, ensuring higher efficiencies. 
The writers appreciate Dr. Linhardt’s comments and interpret his 
discussion as a brief outline of an alternative blade design method. 
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